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Introduction 

Industrial design and music production are both big passions in my life, and while searching for 

an internship I wanted to find something in which I could combine both elements. In this report I 

will describe my internship and you will see that I succeeded in finding a good combination 

between these two passions. 

Philips has always been the leading company when it comes to consumer and business lighting 

applications. Currently they are exploring new ways of use of their ambient lighting technology, 

focused on different areas like home and shopping applications. An area in which they are still 

under developed though is the support of this ambient lighting with ambient sound to create an 

even stronger atmosphere. The opportunity of the combination of ambient light and sound has 

been the main point of interest for me when starting this internship. 

More in detail , in this report I will explain my exploration of the use of ambient lighting in 

combination with different kinds of soundscapes in a retail shopping environment. As the ambient 

lighting part has already been created, my focus has been on the soundscape design part. 

The report consists of a short but more detailed description of my internship and a short literature 

study, followed with a description on the creation and testing of the soundscapes. Finally, I have 

lined out some interesting opportunities that could be achieved with ambient sound in retail 

environments and I will also point out some improvements that can be made on the current 

ambient lighting atmospheres. 

I hope you find this report informative and useful and enjoy reading it. 

Stijn Coppieters 
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Internship description 

Sound Design for Shopping Experiences 

For many people, shopping is a leisure activity that they enjoy, a journey of discovery and 

experience that fulfils a need in itself. Since many shoppers often navigate in a less structured 

way, they will be attracted by appealing product presentations and nice environments and will 

stay longer in atmospheres that induce pleasure and excitement. Pleasing atmospheres are also 

known to positively influence people's mood, which in turn evokes a more positive judgment of 

the products they see in the store. 

Product collections in shops are being refreshed at an increasing frequency, especially in fashion . 

Fashion retailers want to be able to present frequent shoppers with new products every time they 

visit the store. To emphasize these frequently updated collections, retailers also want to update 

the interior and atmosphere in the shop more often to stay attractive and surprising and create 

the feeling of continued novelty. Furthermore, ideally the atmosphere should reflect the style of 

the current product collection and communicate particular themes such as seasons or events 

(Valentine's Day, Christmas, sale, summer and new collection) . In the case of a large store, those 

atmospheres may be restricted to particular areas. 

Philips Research investigates ways to create suitable shopping atmospheres in a way that they 

can be flexibly adapted by a retail organization. Until now, most work has been focused on the 

visual aspects of the atmosphere, using advanced lighting technologies. Ideally however the 

creation of an atmosphere should address multiple senses in a coherent way, and therefore a 

better understanding of the auditory modality in atmosphere creation is desired. 

The objectives of this internship are: 

to create an understanding of how sound can contribute to a pleasant, exciting 

shopping experience without distracting people's attention from the products and 

bringing them in a positive mood 

to design various soundscapes (e.g . non-musical vs. musical) supporting the themes of 

existing lighting atmospheres in Shoplab and experiment with these 

to investigate the effect of the designed soundscapes on shopper's appreciation of the 

entire atmosphere and on the enjoyment of shopping 

Preferably the above steps should be executed in an iterative approach, and (informal) feedback 

on sound concepts should be gathered in an early stage. 
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Preferably the student will be located at Philips Research . Currently, Philips Research has very 

limited tools for sound design. Together we will find solutions for this. 

Problem definition 

How can soundscapes (musical or non-musical) be designed to support or enhance the ambient 

lighting moods in the Shoplab, and what are the influences on customer feeling/behavior? 

Research questions 

What are musical/non-musical soundscapes and what are different methods to build 

them (in a systematic and academic way)? 

What is the current state of customer feeling in stores and how do customers feel about 

addition of soundscapes (how do environmental elements influence emotion and 

feeling?) 

How do sound and music influence people's mood? What is the relation between light 

and sound, and how to implement this in soundscapes? 

How do people interpret their environment? 

What are typical and non-typical characteristics of the moods displayed by ambient light 

in the Shoplab? 
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Literature research 

In order to create a decent understanding of the underlying elements of the problem definition I 

have done some literature research to the different factors of this problem. Even though it is a 

rather new area that is being explored, knowledge about different elements like customer 

emotions, environmental psychology, relations between color, sound and light and existing 

interesting shopping experiences is needed to make grounded decisions throughout the design 

process. Overall the specific research related in this area with the topic of soundscape design is 

very minimal. 

What are soundscapes? 

In short, a soundscape is a sound or combination of sounds that forms or arises from an 

immersive environment. It refers to both the natural acoustic environment, or acoustic ecology, 

consisting of natural sounds, including animal vocalizations and activities as well as the sounds of 

weather; and environmental sounds created by humans, through musical composition , sound 

design, or as a byproduct of ordinary human activities including conversation, work, and noise 

pollution from use of industrial technology. The term "soundscape" can also refer to an audio 

recording or performances of sounds that create the sensation of experiencing a particular 

acoustic environment (Murray, 1977) 

This is very base for a description of the term soundscape, but personally I think it can be seen 

broader too. Instead of focusing on only natural sounds and environmental noises, musical 

elements can also be combined to create or enhance the sensation of being in a specific 

environment or atmosphere. By stating this, possibilities of using soundscapes to improve 

shopping experiences are broadened. 

How do people interpret their environment? 

To create an understanding on how soundscapes and ambient light can add to a shopping 

experience, research has to be done to how people interpret their environment and how this 

influences a person's mood. 

To analyze what the impact is of the environment a conceptual framework is needed to link and 

analyze all the different environmental stimuli to the emotional changes of people. There are two 

basic concerns in environmental psychology: direct impact of physical stimuli on human 

emotions, and the effect of the physical stimuli on a variety of behaviors (work performance and 

such) (Mehrabian, 1973). The emotion variables can be split up in pleasure, arousal and 

dominance, which are also the factors used for the conceptual framework (Mehrabian, 1973). 
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People use these variables to rate the environment. The three dimensions linked to these three 

emotional variables are called evaluation, activity and potency. A person's feeling can be 

described using these factors; it is a function of the personality, temporary conditions (for 

example hunger) and environmental stimuli (the ones described above) . 

It can be stated that physical and social stimuli in the environment directly influence a person's 

emotional state. Also, the environment plus personal characteristic emotions resu lt in the primary 

emotional responses (pleasure, arousal and dominance) wh ich then again result in behavioral 

responses (Mehrabian, 1973). 

Very important for this research to keep in mind is the fact that audio and visual stimulation 

influence each other (i .e. sounds are interpreted as higher pitch in a light room than in a dark 

room). Also, sometimes audio-visual links are made because both stimuli arouse the same 

emotions (Mehrabian , 1973). 

Annoyance of environmental sounds increases with increased reverb, variability, irregularity, 

appropriateness and loudness (Kryter, 1950). Comfort decreases when sounds exceed the 90 dB 

limit (Walsch, 1966) and arousal increases with noise loudness (Nunally, Knot & Parker, 1967). 

The relation between sound, light and color and the influences of it 

The key factor in this research is the question if ambient soundscapes can enhance people's 

mood during shopping, in combination with ambient lighting. Therefore a basic understanding on 

the influence of light, music and sound in general is needed. 

Because the different resources are rather fragmented below is a list with interesting points and 

facts to keep in mind when creating soundscapes and lighting. 

The color of music: Looking for a consistent association between music features and 

color (Cruts, A. Hoonhout) (1978) 

Not genre, but intrinsic (pitch , tempo etc.) music features are useful to adapt colors and 

vice versa. 

Major key -7 warm colors 

Minor key -7 cold colors 

Low tempo -7 cold 

High tempo -7 warm (does not always work in combination with minor key though) 

Genre is most often not an intrinsic property, but cultural based 

Cold colors: purple, blue, green, grey/white 

Warm colors: yellow, orange, red 

Association between tempo. key and color: 
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o Tempo and pitch are most expressive intrinsic musical factors 

o Key is 2nd important factor 

o Melody, harmony and rhythm are less important. 

o There are no significant differences between male and female preferences, 

neither for different adult age categories. 

o Tempo can be interpreted differently (something can be slow when measured in 

1/4 beats, but can be fast with 1/16 beats) -7 use a 7-point scale to test whether 

the tempo is perceived right. 

o There seems to be no specific choice for slow or fast tempo 

o Tempo differences show more significant results than key changes. 

o No specific choice for major or minor. 

Important note to take with this research is that it focuses on musical factors in combinations with 

color and not specifically light, which would also introduce variables like intensity. 

Furthermore, it is proven by Yalch & Spangenberg (1988, 1990, 2000) that music influences 

people's mood in general. Preferably this music should be genre unspecific (Areni , 1993). 

Congruency of this music (and soundscapes in general) and the products represented in the 

store, is very important. In general, soundscapes work better in combination with a visual 

representation (Serafin , 2004) 

Existing soundscape design methods 

Currently there aren 't many structural processes known that can be used to create soundscapes. 

TAPESTREA (techniques & paradigms for expressive synthesis, transformation and rendering of 

environmental audio)(Misna, 2006) is a method though, that can be used to analyze natural 

soundscapes and that can structurally rebuild them using specific algorithm. This might not be 

very useful for me as I also implement musical features into these soundscapes, and I am not 

after creating perfect images of daily soundscapes. Though there are some interesting points in 

this method, worth mentioning, about the different elements in a natural soundscape. 

According to Misna (2006) soundscapes exists of foreground sounds and background sounds, 

also referred to as events and background texture. Overall , soundscapes exists of three main 

components: Determistic events (sinusoidal sounds like birds etc.), transient events (footsteps) 

and stochastic background (noises like traffic, wind and sea sounds) . 

These three components are very handy for me to determine which elements should be included 

to create a realistic sounding soundscape. Of course, as I already mentioned, I don't want to 

create hyper-realistic sound images but I can be useful as a reference. 
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Creating soundscapes 

Currently there are seven specific ambient lighting atmospheres in the Shoplab, described 

below. In the beginning I have focused on the different seasons, to create a more narrowed 

image for myself and one specific genre of atmospheres. I have created soundscapes for these 

seasons and did some first iteration tests. After that I have diverged again and also analyzed the 

other existing atmospheres and designed soundscapes for that. The season associations and 

soundscape requirements that are stated below have emerged from own intuition, literature 

research and brainstorms. The existing literature research is not really useful to ground a lot of 

my decisions though, therefore this is more of an explorative research where I will also use my 

own intuition and sound experience to create the soundscapes and test them. Afterwards I will 

have some first useful building blocks that can be used to create further soundscape 

atmospheres. 

Musical vs. natural soundscapes 

First of all , I want to make a distinction of different types of soundscapes. The original definition of 

soundscapes states that it is a sound image of a natural or human environment, recorded or 

recreated . For this assignment I have also included musical attributes to the definition of 

soundscapes. I think musical elements can also help setting a certain realistic atmosphere. 

Therefore I came up with three different kinds of atmospheric soundscapes: natural , musical and 

a combination of the two. During my process I have started to focus on the combination of natural 

and musical elements as already during the very first iteration tests it came clear that a 

combination of both elements seemed most efficient and also most pleasant to listen to. All 

research and creation stated below is focused on the combination of natural and musical 

elements. On the CD also the natural only soundscapes can be found. 
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Analyzing Shoplab atmospheres 

Autumn: 

Fig. 1: Autumn 

Autumn is a season known for its typical wide range of full colors. At one hand they seem to be 

warm and full but they also show a certain coldness combined with the rain and wind normally 

associated with autumn. 

Soundscape requirements: 

Sounds should be in slower tempo (115 BPM) (Hoonhout, 1978) 

Soundscapes should be dynamic (variation between wind, rain and melody) 

A variation between major and minor keys can be used to communicate the changeable 

elements of the season. 

Natural sound associations: wind, rain, crows, falling leaves. 

Because the colors of the ambient lighting are quite warm, the sounds shouldn't be too 

warm. 
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Winter: 

Fig. 2: Winter 

The winter atmosphere is a cold and mainly "blue" atmosphere. At one hand it is associated with 

snow, ice and coldness and at the other hand it is associated with coziness at home around a fire 

with some hot chocolate. The atmosphere in the Shoplab breathes certain coldness though , 

because of the blue and purple colors. Therefore, to create a good link between sound and light, 

the soundscapes should also be cold and icy. 

Soundscape requirements: 

Sounds should be in slower tempo (115 BPM) (Hoonhout, 1978) 

Soundscapes should be in mainly minor key (Hoonhout, 1978) 

To create a distant and cold sound image, subtle reverb can be used 

There should be a big contrast between low and high tones (background noise and 

foreground sounds) 

Natural sound associations: icy wind , footsteps in snow, howling wolves, owls 

10 
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Spring: 

Fig. 3: Spring 

The spring atmosphere is mainly dominated by green light. People associate spring with things 

like "new life", birds, freshness, birth , energy etc. Green is a color that is often associated with this 

season. Soundscapes for th is atmosphere are much easier to link than for winter as spring has 

much more typical sounds and elements that can be translated through sound. And while winter 

has a fragmented image of different associations, spring is more straight-forward. 

Soundscape requirements 

Soundscapes should be in higher tempo (120 bpm) (Hoonhout, 1978) 

Soundscapes should be in major key (Hoonhout, 1978) 

Soundscapes should be dynamic to create a lively and energetic feeling (ups and downs 

in melody and background sounds) 

Natural sound associations: Birds, forest, soft wind, young animals, playing children , soft 

rain . 
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Summer: 

Fig. 4: Summer 

Orange is the color of summer and therefore the Shoplab ambient lighting is also mainly orange 

(though in a subtle way with also blue and yellow details). Warmth and vacation are the main 

associations with summer. Therefore the soundscapes should also create a warm and relaxed 

sound image. It should not become a too hot and pressuring atmosphere thought, because that 

will cause the opposite effect. 

Soundscape requirements 

Soundscapes should be in lower tempo (115 bpm) 

Soundscapes should be in major key (to enhance the holiday feeling) (Hoonhout, 1978) 

Musical sound possibilities: exotic instruments like a Spanish guitar or a didgeridoo. 

Natural sound associations: Sea, beach, gulls, desert sounds (crickets), tropical forest 

sounds (birds, crickets) 

Maybe add some rhythm to enhance the "desert" hot feeling. 

The lighting is very orange like so the coherence would not be good if I would create a 

soundscape based on sea sounds. I have chosen to focus on the warmth and exotic foreign type 

of sound instead. 
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Tropical beach 

Fig. 5: Tropical beach 

The first associations between a tropical beach and a summer atmosphere are quite similar, the 

difference is though that the lighting in the Shoplab is totally different and therefore requires a 

different type of soundscape. Much more appropriate which this atmosphere would be a quite sea 

with tropical sounds on the background. It should evoke the same holiday, relaxation type of 

feeling as the summer, only then in a different atmosphere. There is a contradiction with the 

literature from Hoonhout though ; as he states that blue is a cold color in general , while a warm 

and exotic atmosphere should be created. This means that the soundscape should be very 

informative about the actual setting (tropical beach) . 

Soundscape requirements 

Soundscapes should be in lower tempo (115 bpm) 

Soundscapes should be in major key (to enhance the holiday feeling) 

Natural sound associations: Sea, beach, gulls, exotic forest animals 

Maybe add some rhythm (bongos) to enhance the tropical island feel ing. 
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Forest 

Fig. 6: Forest 

The forest atmosphere is much related to the spring atmosphere and has subtle differences in the 

lighting. In general it feels a bit more dynamic and lively, because of the orange and yellow details 

in the green lighting. It represents the feeling of a forest better. Overall associations are similar to 

spring: energy, birds, life, green colors, leaves etc. Therefore the soundscape designed for the 

spring atmosphere can also be useful for this atmosphere, though with some subtle changes 

(more detailed soundscape analyzes later on) . 

Soundscape requirements 

Soundscapes should be in higher tempo (120 bpm) (Hoonhout, 1978) 

Soundscapes should be in major key (Hoonhout, 1978) 

Soundscapes should be dynamic to create a lively and energetic feeling (ups and downs 

in melody and background sounds) 

Natural sound associations: Birds, forest, soft wind, young animals, playing children , soft 

rain . 
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List of demands 

From the literature research , the Shoplab atmospheres and some own intuition I have set up a 

list of demands for the creation of the soundscapes. There are some general demands that count 

for every soundscape and more specific atmosphere related demands. 

Overall demands: 

Soundscapes should consists of a combination of natural and musical sounds 

Soundscapes should be composed in the same style to avoid inconsistencies during the 

user tests 

Soundscapes should be dynamic 

The soundscapes should not be too dominant or overruling , but more as subtle 

background atmospheres. 

Soundscapes should be at least 10 minutes long, to avoid obvious looping 

Soundscapes should be as much genre-unrelated as possible, to avoid personal 

perforations 

The soundscapes have to be congruent with the ambient lighting atmospheres 

The soundscapes should roughly consist of 3 layers: stochastic background, transient 

events and determistic events. 

All soundscapes have to be at the same level and should contain no low frequencies 

below 100 Hz and above 20 kHz. 

Atmosphere demands: 

See "Analyzing ShopLab atmospheres" 

Because there is little literature research about this very specific topic of soundscape design, I 

have created a schematic way of soundscape design, which will be explained in the coming 

chapter. 
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A structured approach 

There are two ways of composing soundscapes: Be a musician and create something that you 

feel would fit best with a certain atmosphere, or, create a schematic and structural way of working 

in such a way other people can see the process and possibly, create soundscapes themselves. 

Personally, I am used to create sounds the musician way. In a design process, I am used to do 

everything in a structured way. This means that I had to introduce my structured way of designing 

into soundscape design. Also, the meaning of structuring the process of creating soundscapes is 

to show the possibilities of automating this process. In figure 8 you can see the scheme I 

designed to create soundscapes. 

It consists of several steps: 

1. First of all you need to explore the environment in which the soundscapes will be used. 

Together with the atmosphere characteristics a list of demands for the soundscapes can 

be set up. 

2. These demands can then be translated into typical natural sound elements and intrinsic 

musical components like key, pitch and tempo. Also after FX like reverb and delay can be 

determined at this point 

3. When all these factors have been set, a database picks specific sounds that match the 

characteristics determined in step 2. The database makes difference between musical 

and natural sounds, and these two factors are also divided into legato (long, ongoing) 

samples (like strings, or wind) and staccato samples (piano, guitar or birds i.e.) 

4. When the database has picked out sounds, everything gets merged into a sequencer, 

which sequences the sounds as in figure 9. In this phase there can also be determined 

how long a soundscape should last 

5. Sounds in the database also know where they have to placed in the mix (frequency 

wise) , also linked with the scheme shown in figure 9. 

6. After the sounds are sequenced the soundscape gets exported 

7. Between export and output phase the soundscape gets mastered according to the 

environmental acoustics 

8. Output 
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D 

D 
PERCUSSION & FX 

CJ 

CJD DCJ CJCJCJ 
LOWER FREQUENCY SOUNDS (BASS) 

Fig. 9: Soundscape structure 

As shown in figure 8, there is one point in the structured process that is still very hard to 

accomplish. Because there is still so little research on the linking of intrinsic musical features to 

specific atmosphere demands, the process of creating a soundscape can not be automated yet. 

First, a whole lot of different soundscapes with different intrinsic musical features have to be 

made and tested with different environmental settings. 

Therefore the creation of these soundscapes during this research has been a combination of 

structured approach (fig . 10) and a free musician approach (deciding what musical attributes fit 

the atmosphere best) 
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The creation 

As said, while creating the soundscapes I have both used a structured and a free approach and 

tried to find the right balance there. All the soundscapes have been sequenced in Steinberg's 

Cubase SX 3, based on the scheme shown in figure 9. All musical sounds have been created 

with the Nexus and z3ta+ digital synthesizers. The natural sounds have been manually recorded 

or created with Atmosphere Deluxe. The percussion and beat compositions that are found in 

some of the soundscapes have been sequenced in Reason 3, with existing samples, while 

rewired into Cubase SX. Every soundscape has been mastered with the T-Racks mastering plug

in . On the CD, you can find all the soundscapes I have created . Every soundscape, in its full 

length, lasts 10 minutes. Below is a detailed description of the final soundscapes per atmosphere. 

Autumn 

Natural sounds: 

To create an autumn like atmosphere I have used a dynamic combination of rain and 

wind (through leaves) . Both elements alter each other, so it seems it starts raining in a 

windy forest and after a while it stops again (see fig . 10). In the background some autumn 

crows can be heard throughout the whole soundscape. 

Musical elements: 

The musical elements are very subtle in this soundscape. To increase the windy feeling I 

have added a windy sounding synthesizer sound at some parts. To add more 

atmosphere and feeling a slow pad sound with a combination of minor and major chords, 

this to increase the dynamic feeling of the change between rain and quite parts. 

At the cross-over points between rain and wind I have also added a little synthesizer 

melody, intended to sound like falling leaves (fig . 11) 

20 
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Fig. 11 : Falling leaves 

Natural sounds: 
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-- -- -
- - -

Natural sounds in this soundscape are very minimal. It proved very hard to found suitable 

natural ongoing sounds that could be used to create a winter like atmosphere. I have 

limited myself to a cold sounding wind in the background, combined with some subtle 

footsteps in the snow. The goal was to let it sound like you are walking outside while it's 

snowing with a fierce wind . To achieve this, I made the when very irregular with a lot of 

ups and downs in volume. 

Musical elements: 

Even though the focus was on the musical elements in this soundscape, I also kept them 

quite subtle and minimal. Coldness is often associated with emptiness. The ambient 

lighting of this atmosphere is mainly blue. And while blue is a cold color, and related to 

minor sounds (Hoonhout, 1978), minor sounds can also create a very sad and ominous 

atmosphere. And that is something that you want to avoid when trying to keep customers 

inside a store. That is why I used cold sounding instruments (piano and violin) with major 

melodies, backed up with a low bass sound (see fig . 12). 

--

Fig. 12: Winter soundscape 
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PHILIPS 

Natural sounds: 

The only natural sounds that I used for this atmosphere are bird sounds. This is one of 

the first associations people make when thinking of spring sounds. Important is to find a 

good balance between the amount of birds, because it shouldn't be annoying (too many 

birds) but it should also be recognizable as spring. Another reason why I only used birds 

is the fact this atmosphere should sound fresh and open, so not too cluttered with 

different sounds. 

Musical elements: 

At one hand the musical elements should add some peace and relaxation and at the 

other hand spring is also known for fresh energy. Therefore I created a musical 

combination between relaxed pad melodies and energetic arpegiator melodies (fig . 13) 

and a flute melody (fig. 14). The total image should translate a spring forest morning, with 

early sunshine falling through the leaves. All melodies are in major key to create a happy 

and fresh sounding atmosphere, which also fits well with the light and green ambient 

lighting. 

•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • •• 
• • • • • • 

Fig. 13: Spring arp 

Fig. 14: Spring flute 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

.· .· .· .· .· .· 

Summer 

Natural sounds: 

For the summer I wanted to create a foreign , exotic feeling atmosphere, with sounds and 

ambiences that remind of faraway countries and hot places. For the natural sounds I 

created a sound image that should translate a hot desert in Australia. It consists of the 

buzzing of crickets and warmth and some subtle animal sounds in the background. Again 
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I kept the natural sound image quite simple, because it shouldn't overrule the total 

atmosphere, the light or the musical sounds. 

Musical elements: 

With the musical part I created a combination of foreign instruments (a didgeridoo sound) 

warm synthesizer sounds and a rhythm section (fig . 15). In the background I have 

created a low, warm sounding bass pad that should translate the pressuring warmth . In 

contrast I have added two higher melodies, one legato (long notes as in figure 14) 

didgeridoo melody and one staccato (short notes as in figure 13) arpegiator melody. The 

melodies are in minor key, which completes the warm and foreign type of sound I was 

after. A total image of the composition can be seen in figure 16. 

II II 
.. 

II II II II I II '.1 

II 

II II. 11•" II II ... II II ., II II. 11£, II II : 

Fig. 15: Summer rhythm section 

Fig. 16: Summer soundscape 

Tropical beach 

Natural sounds: 

The natural sounds for this atmosphere are rather straight forward and easy chosen. 

Associations made with this atmosphere are all sea and beach related. Therefore I have 

chosen a combination between subtle seashore sounds, background tropical crickets and 
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seagulls. Nothing too upfront as it should stimulate a relaxed feeling of being on a tropical 

island. 

Musical elements: 

As already stated before, the colors of the ambient lighting and the actual goal of the 

atmosphere are rather contradicting (blue is cold, while it should breath a warm 

atmosphere) . The musical elements in the soundscape should improve the warmth of the 

atmosphere. I did this by adding a warm background pad, combined with a major key 

arpegiator melody (fig . 17). I kept it quite minimal again , so the sounds are not overruling 

the rest of the atmosphere . 

. . . . 

Fig. 17: Tropical island melody 

Forest 

Sunset 

Natural sounds: 

The forest atmosphere is almost identical to the spring atmosphere, because both 

atmospheres are associated with the same genre of natural sounds (forest, birds, leaves, 

animals etc.). The only difference is the fact that it really has to stimulate the feeling of 

being in a real forest and therefore I added a subtle "wind through leaves" in combination 

with the birds. 

Musical elements: 

Also the musical elements are similar to the spring atmosphere, though I tried to add 

something more mystical to the melody compositions, so people really get the feeling of 

walking around in a mystical forest. I change the major arpegiator melodies to minor 

keys, in combination with the major pad chords. I also changed the flute melody to more 

legato and minor notes. This combination sets a more deep and mystical atmosphere. It 

also makes it more dynamic, which is more coherent with the subtle orange and yellow 

details in the ambient lighting. 

Natural sounds: 

Because this atmosphere is also beach situated, the natural sounds associated with this 

atmosphere are similar to the ones associated with the tropical beach atmosphere. 

Difference in this one is that it is near night fall which adds some extra natural sounds. 

The feeling that I wanted to communicate with the soundscape is "sitting at the beach 
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with some friends during a vacation , while the sun goes down". To achieve this feeling I 

have used a combination of sea sounds, subtle cricket sounds and the sound of a 

crackling campfire. 

Musical elements: 

I have based the musical part of this atmosphere on the ones I created for the tropical 

island atmosphere, though I changed some intrinsic musical values. First of all I 

decreased the tempo of the total soundscape and I changed the major melodies to minor 

ones, to give it a more "nightfall" feeling . Normally minor melodies can be associated with 

negative feelings as well , but because of the energetic ambient lighting and the positive 

nature sounds, it gives a good balance. 

This is only a short description of the soundscapes made and it is quite hard to describe 

something in words that is actually needed to be listened too. 

In the following part I will describe the usertests that I have done with these soundscapes and 

some first conclusions, improvements and recommendations that can be drawn from them. 
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Usertesting 

Usertest goals 

Because the tests I have done were the first tests ever with the ambient lighting atmospheres in 

combination with the soundscapes, and the ambient lighting in general, the goal for these tests 

was to gain as much iteration information as possible. Also, not completely unimportant, I wanted 

to test some first opinions about the addition of ambient lighting and sound atmospheres to 

shopping experiences. What do people think about it? Do they have useful recommendations or 

ideas etc? I want to show Philips some first enthusiastic reactions on this new field and next to 

that also gain useful information that can be used in the automation process of the soundscapes. 

Usertest setup 

Usertest 1: Listening to soundscapes 

The first usertest was focused on the associations people had while listening to a set of 

soundscapes. Main questions here were if the associations the participants had were the same 

as I intended and if they found them pleasurable to listen to. The test took place in a normal room 

(not in a shopping environment) where the participants could completely focus on the 

soundscapes. The soundscapes were played through headphones. In Appendix A the usertest as 

a whole is attached. 

Usertest 2: Experiencing shopping atmospheres 

The second usertest was in the Shoplab itself and was focused on the total experience and the 

coherence between the audio and lighting. For this test I was inspired by some questions and 

methods from the book Environmental Psychology (Mehrabian, 1973). I didn't use the detailed 

questionnaires used in the book, because that would have made it too complicated . I only 

focused on the pleasure aspect, and didn't test arousal and dominance. 

Main questions were again : the associations that people made, the coherence level of light and 

sound, and the pleasure level of the total atmosphere and the sounds. While experiencing the 

atmospheres (each 5 minutes) people filled in a questionnaire. The questionnaire can be found in 

Appendix B 
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Usertest results 

See appendix C & D for the full usertest results 

Overall a side not has to be made when reading the test results. During both tests people were 

completely focused on the soundscapes and atmospheres. Normally, in a real shop, people 

would not be focused on the atmosphere but on the shopping, so some of the results should be 

put into a different context. 

Usertest 1: Listening to soundscapes 

Overall this usertest has been very successful, almost all soundscapes recalled the right 

associations with people and many people found them pleasant to listen to. I will describe the 

most interesting usertest results per soundscape below. 

Autumn 

Season Association 

Fig. 18: Autumn soundscape season association 

Color association 

Fig. 19: Autumn soundscape color association 

• Spring 

• Surrrrer 

oAuturm 

oWinter 

•None 

C Orange 

•Green 

• Red 

C Blue 

D Yellow 

• Brown 

•Black 

DV'vl1ite 

oGrey 

Pretty convincing is the amount 

of people associating this 

soundscape with autumn. 

Though, a quarter of the people 

also associate it with spring. This 

is because of the change 

between rain and wind in 

combination with major 

melodies, which cause a happy 

and "rising" feeling . 

While the ambient lighting 

atmospheres in the Shoplab are 

very orange, the people 

associate this soundscape with a 

wide range of colors as shown in 

fig . 19. Only one quarter 

associated this soundscape with 

spring (which can be the people 

associating it with the green 

color) . It will be interesting to see 

how people will rate the 

coherence between the light and sound while being in the Shoplab. 
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Most people found this soundscape very pleasurable to listen to (see Append ix C) , but the main 

comment on this soundscape was that the rain could become annoying after a while. Also, I might 

want to change the major keys to minor ones, to decrease the association made with spring. 

Winter 

Pleasure Factor 
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Fig. 20: Winter soundscape pleasure factor 

The biggest issue with this soundscape was the pleasure factor; people found the soundscape 

not so pleasant to listen to (fig. 20) . Reasons for this are the low bass tones, which sound very 

ominous, and the high cold piano melodies, which make you feel cold and lonely. Also, people 

said there was too many reverb on the piano and the wind was often associated with sea sounds 

(which is a common mistake because both sounds are actual a form of white noise) . 

Improvement points: Add more warmth to the piano sounds (make them more round and soft), 

less bass, less reverb, create a more realist ic wind sound. 
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Spring 

Color association 

Fig. 21 : Spring soundscape color association 

Cl Orange 
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• Red 
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•Black 
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PHILIPS 

This soundscape was rated with only 

positive feedback. Pleasure factor 

was rated very high; three quarter of 

the people associated it with the right 

season. The only point of thought 

was the color association (fig. 21 ). 

The ambient lighting atmosphere in 

the Shoplab exists of only green 

light, while the user test participants 

associate it with a range of "spring" 

colors. It will be interesting to see 

what will happen during this Shoplab usertest. I expect that people will complain about the fact 

that it is only one plain color and not a more dynamic color image. 

Summer 

The summer atmosphere was a bit of a tough one. I expected that people would make the 

association with warm, foreign countries, but the contradictory has been proven in this first 

usertest. Only half of the people associated it with the right season, but many people were not 

able to place it (fig. 22). 

Season Association 

• Spring 

• Surrrrer 

OAutumn 

OWnter 

•None 

~--------------------~ Fig. 22: Summer season association 

The pleasure factor was alright though and also the color associations were good. In general it 

was very interesting to see that some people quoted things like "Sounds like the first beams of 

sun entering the sky in the savanna" and "makes me feel warmer", while other people said they 

couldn 't place it at all. I can only guess at this point why this is, but I think that people are not 
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familiar with the foreign and natural sounds used. Also, the lower bass sounds are too 

overwhelming, which might have caused trouble for people placing the sounds in the right 

context. Some people thought they were in an industrial like environment because of the bas 

heavy tones, which also causes the cricket sounds to be associated with machinery buzz instead 

of a savannah. 

Tropical beach 

In general this soundscape was very successful. People found it very pleasant to listen to (fig. 

23) , and people made the right associations. The only point of critic, were the seagulls, which 

could become annoying and were found out of context or too loud by some people. 
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Fig. 23: Tropical beach pleasure factor 

People rated this soundscape very well as well. There were actually no points of critic by the user 

tests participants. Also, everyone associated this soundscape with a forest and even called it 

mystical, wh ich was exactly what I intended with it. People also rated the pleasure factor very 

high. Also, the color association was much more coherent with the actual colors in the Shoplab 

with th is soundscape; mainly green with some yellow details (fig . 24). 
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Color association 

C Orange 

• Green 

• Red 

c Blue 

a Yellow 

• Brown 

•Black 

a IM1ite 

a Grey 

~------------------------~ Fig. 24: Forest co/or association 

Sunset 

"Brings back good memories ... " was one of the quotes that has been said multiple times by the 

participants while listening to this soundscape, which is exactly what the soundscape had to do. 

Furthermore, in general, it recalled the right associations with people, although the dark 

undertones made it a bit threatening and cold at some points. Improvement points would be to 

make the tones in major key and make the bass sounds less heavy. Also, the campfire sounds 

were not always heard or recognized so they could be louder in the mix. 

Color association 

c Orange 

• Green 

• Red 

C Blue 

CJ Yellow 

•Brown 

•Black 

CJ IMlrte 

CJ Grey 

'-------- - ----- ---------------' Fig. 25: Sunset color association 
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Usertest 2: Experiencing shopping atmospheres 

After the first usertest I did some subtle iteration through some of the soundscapes. In general I 

lowered the amount of bass on most soundscapes and I improved the winter soundscape by 

changed the high cold piano tones to softer high tones. 

This usertest was more complicated because it had more different variables and factors. The 

results were not as good. And not completely surprising; this test has also shown that the current 

ambient lighting needs improvements too. This test also revealed some interesting opportunities 

and improvement points, which will be explained in the last part. I will explain the most interesting 

results per atmosphere below. 

Autumn 

Big attention point in this total atmosphere is the coherence between lighting and the actual 

season that is intended. According to the participants the soundscapes sound like autumn, but 

the colors of the light are way to orange and summer-like. The lighting should contain more dark 

green and purple colors to translate the autumn feeling better. Because of this, more people 

associated this season with summer (fig . 26). This also means that the light overpowers the 

soundscapes, which is not necessarily a bad thing as I intended to create them as unconscious 

background sounds. 

Season Association 

Winter 

• Spring 

• Surrrrer 

oAuturm 

o Winter 

• None 

Fig. 26: Autumn atmosphere season 

Half of the people associated this atmosphere with the right season. Also the coherence level 

was generally rated as "strong" by most participants. The issue with this soundscape though is 

the pleasure level. Even though the pleasure level of the sounds improved slightly compared to 

the first test (see fig . 27), people still find the total atmosphere too cold and dark (in an ominous 

way). People found the atmosphere a little too boring as well ; the light can be more dynamic and 
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the sounds more energetic. It has to be said though that participants were fully focused on the 

soundscapes and atmosphere at this point and when actually shopping people might not want to 

have really energetic and overwhelming atmospheres. 

Pl easure le vel (sound) 

r+----------l 
3-t------ -

-3 -2 ·1 

V ery unpleasurabl e/ very pleasurable 

Fig. 27: Winter atmosphere sound pleasure level 

Spring 

Again this atmosphere scored really well on all factors, though the coherence can be improved. 

Some people found the soundscapes really spring-like, but found the color of the light too 

monotone. In general, green does not reflect spring as a whole and therefore the light needs 

more dynamic colors. A little point of critic towards the soundscapes: after a while the birds 

become annoying. 

Summer 

Season Association 

• Spring 

• Sumrer 

OAuturm 

o Winter 

• None 

~------------------- Fig. 28: Summer atmosphere season association 

Even though the season association improved with the addition of the light (fig. 27) , the same 

problems occur as during the first tests. Some people are not able to place the foreign sounds in 
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the right context and come up with all sorts of different associations. Other people have to correct 

association though and even recognize the instruments and name countries (like Africa or 

Australia) . From both tests I can conclude that I should watch out with using foreign instruments 

in combination with hard to place natural sounds (crickets are often misunderstood with buzzing 

of machines) . 

Tropical beach 

People gave very good reactions on this atmosphere as well , though there were some complaints 

about the lighting. People did get the right associations with a beach, but often they associated it 

with winter or coldness as well , because the light is too blue. Some persons said that the light 

was not coherent with the sound, there should be more green and white in the light to 

communicate a tropical beach better. The pleasure level was very high though, the drums and 

relaxed sounds and melodies were very much appreciated (see fig. 29) . 

Pleasure level (total) 

r+-----
3 1-----------~ 

-3 -2 
_, 

Very unp lea sura b le/ very p leasurable 

~---------------------' Fig. 29: Tropical beach overall pleasure level 

Forest 

Together with the tropical beach atmosphere this atmosphere scored best on overall pleasure 

level. Again though, the forest wind got confused with sea sounds sometimes, which made the 

overall context hard to place for some people (though they were in the minority) . In general, this 

atmosphere worked very well, people had the right associations and also the season associations 

were interesting to see (spring or summer) (see fig . 30) , wh ich means it gives a warm and 

pleasant atmosphere. 
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• Spring 
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o Autumn 

o \Ninter 

• None 
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~-------------------~ Fig. 30: Forest season association 

Sunset 

Very good associations with this atmosphere though the coherence between light and sound 

could better. Main issue is the intensity of the light (which might be too bright and intense). The 

light is very energetic and warm, wh ile the sounds got interpreted as too relaxed and sometimes 

even cold . Or the soundscape should become a little more energetic by adding more contrast 

and, for example, a beat, or the lighting has to become darker and less intense. Pleasure level 

was rated above average again (although some people found the light too intense), and the 

season association is almost 100 percent summer, which fits the intention of the atmosphere 

described earlier. 

Conclusions 

Overall the results from the second user test were less good than the first usertest. This was 

mainly the cause of the coherence between the lighting and sound. It is clear that some of the 

lighting scenes are not dynamic or varied enough to fit the specific atmosphere or season. Also, 

some of the soundscapes might be too relaxed and would gain from some more energetic and 

dynamic parts (adding a beat) . Most problematic atmosphere was the summer. People were not 

able to place the sounds in the right context, even though the lighting did improve it a little 

compared to the first test. To improve this soundscape I have to add more recognition to it (for 

example adding a summerish guitar) and change or delete the low buzzing, which makes people 

feel uncomfortable. Two notes have to be taken in account though: during the second the sound 

acoustics were not optimal, the speakers were of mediocre quality and the bass was too heavy. 

Also, as said before, people were completely focused on the sounds and lighting now, which 

might explain why some people found it boring to listen to. It is intended as background 

atmosphere. 
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Recommendations, conclusions & opportunities 

During this explorative soundscape design I have encountered some interesting opportunities that 

I would like to share. Also, I can draw some first conclusions and improvement recommendations 

from the first two usertests I did. In the future, I hope that other people will continue exploring this 

field of sound design and possibly come up with really new and innovative shopping experiences. 

Interesting opportunities 

Ambient lighting 

In general , the ambient lighting could become more dynamic, which can be achieved in different 

ways. At the moment, the lighting atmospheres are very monotone and static, which makes it less 

surprising for the customer. A great opportunity would be to create dynamic lighting that reacts on 

the customer, or on the soundscapes. This would improve the coherence and the dynamics 

between sound and light greatly. 

Another possibility would be to create more complex light projections on the wall, to enhance 

more complex atmospheres (for example a more detailed version of the current forest light 

setting). 

Ambient sound 

For the ambient soundscapes, it would be a great opportunity and challenge to automate the 

process of sequencing and create certain randomness within each soundscape. At the moment, 

the soundscapes are always a certain loop (even if I make a soundscape of 60 minutes, it will 

always loop eventually). I would be more interesting for both customers as employees when 

soundscapes are always different, so it will never become boring or irritating. 

Another point of interest would be some sort of system which employees can use to change the 

soundscapes played in the shop. This can be very limited (so only very basic changes like tempo 

or pitch) , but could be also very complicated in an intuitive way (like an intuitive soundscape 

sequencer for shop owners) . 

Additional experiences 

Interactivity in general for the whole atmosphere would be a really nice opportunity. This would 

make it less static and also gives the customers a feeling of having a certain influence on their 

own shopping atmosphere. It could also be unconscious, so people do interact, but wouldn't 

notice. I am thinking about subtle tempo changes or additions of melodies or sounds when people 

are approaching or passing by. 

Another more realistic opportunity is to create specific areas in bigger stores (like the Bijenkorf 

i.e.). Such stores have all kinds of specific product and target group related areas and it can be a 

great addition to have different atmospheres for each area. In that way people would really have 

the feeling of entering a new world. 
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Recommendations and improvements 

Sound 

There seemed to be a rather big contrast between some of the soundscapes. Some of them were 

associated very well (like spring and tropical beach) , and some of them were very hard to place 

for people (winter) . Most improvement points are already stated in the usertest analysis. Overall , 

the sounds can be a little more energetic, by adding more dynamics and percussion. Also, the 

current set of soundscapes is designed for this type of stores (high end fashion store) , which 

might make it unusable for different kind of stores. To gain more knowledge about the use of 

soundscapes in different environments, different types of soundscapes should be developed. 

Light 

During the tests it came clear that this was the first real test done with the ambient lighting. In 

general the lighting was too shallow and straight forward . Spring and forest are not only 

associated with green colors, and a tropical beach is not only blue (but a combination of green, 

wh ite and blue) . Also, as general comment, the lights should become dynamic, to add more 

recognition and atmosphere. 

Another very important point of critique is that the current ambient lighting is too intense and 

bright. A lot of people found it hard to judge the colors of the clothing in some atmospheres (like 

the tropical beach and the sunset atmosphere). I think this might be very hard to solve, but in the 

end people want to buy clothes and if they cannot judge the colors, people will not buy clothes in 

that store. 

Overall 

To gain more knowledge about what specific intrinsic musical features fit a specific atmosphere, 

more in depth tests have to be done. I did gain some interesting information about dynamics and 

energy in soundscapes, but I still miss hard conclusions about real intrinsic values like key, pitch 

and tempo. 
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Overall conclusions 

The starting question of this research was how soundscapes can be designed and how people 

interpret this in the shopping environment. I think I have shown ways of how this process of 

soundscape design can be handled and that I pointed out some strengths and weaknesses in the 

current atmospheres running in the Shoplab. Overall , the soundscapes that I designed worked 

very well with the lighting atmospheres, and it certainly has potential to add to the current 

shopping experience. This has only been a very first touch on the field of soundscape design for 

shopping experiences, and I created some examples on how it could sound and feel like. 

Because this research has been very much focused on one specific type of store, it is still too 

early to say how it will work in other stores. However, I pointed out some interesting opportunities 

to make it usable for different kinds of stores as well, and also how to take it to another level by 

adding dynamics and interactivity. 

For me, it has been a good combination between free creativity as a musician and designer, and 

trying to find a structured way of creating and testing of these atmospheres. I hope this report has 

shown the potential of soundscape atmospheres in fashion stores and that in the future more 

people will do more extensive research on how these soundscapes can be developed and 

integrated in various shopping environments. 

Stijn Coppieters 
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Appendix A 

Listening to natural soundscapes 

Introduction (Slide 1) 

PHILIPS 

Welcome and thanks for participating in this short user test and questionnaire. Currently, I am 

working on an internship at Philips Research. I am doing explorative research on the use of 

soundscapes (combinations of sounds creating a dynamic ongoing sound image) in combination 

with ambient lighting. During this test you will hear different soundscapes and questions are 

asked about these sounds. Please take your time in answering these questions. I 

The test will not take more than 30 minutes of your time. You will hear a total of eight 

soundscapes. Each soundscape has a corresponding set of questions. You are allowed to listen 

to fragments as often as you wish . Afterwards some evaluation questions are asked. 

I hope you will enjoy this test! 

Stijn Coppieters 

(Proceed to next slide please) 
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Soundscape questions 

Soundscape 1 (slide 2): 

1. What is your association when hearing this soundscape? Please explain why 

2. Can you associate this soundscape with a specific color? Please explain why 

3. Can you associate this soundscape with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find this soundscape to listen to? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

., 0 aO 

(Proceed to next slide please) 
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Soundscape 2 (slide 3): 

1. What is your association when hearing this soundscape? Please explain why 

2. Can you associate this soundscape with a specific color? Please explain why 

3. Can you associate this soundscape with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find this soundscape to listen to? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutra l Very pleasurable 

(Proceed to next slide please) 
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Soundscape 3 (slide 4): 

1. What is your association when hearing this soundscape? Please explain why 

2. Can you associate this soundscape with a specific color? Please explain why 

3. Can you associate this soundscape with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find this soundscape to listen to? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

-1 0 

(Proceed to next slide please) 
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Soundscape 4 (slide 5): 

1. What is your association when hearing this soundscape? Please explain why 

2. Can you associate th is soundscape with a specific color? Please explain why 

3. Can you associate this soundscape with a typical season? Please expla in why 

4. How pleasurable do you find this soundscape to listen to? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutra l Very pleasurable 

.1 0 oO 

(Proceed to next slide please) 
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Soundscape 5 (slide 6): 

1. What is your association when hearing this soundscape? Please explain why 

2. Can you associate this soundscape with a specific color? Please explain why 

3. Can you associate this soundscape with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find this soundscape to listen to? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

_,o oO 

(Proceed to next slide please) 
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Soundscape 6 (slide 7): 

1. What is your association when hearing this soundscape? Please explain why 

2. Can you associate this soundscape with a specific color? Please explain why 

3. Can you associate this soundscape with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find this soundscape to listen to? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutra l Very pleasurable 

_, o 

(Proceed to next slide please) 
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Soundscape 7 (slide 8): 

1. What is your association when hearing this soundscape? Please explain why 

2. Can you associate this soundscape with a specific color? Please explain why 

3. Can you associate this soundscape with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find this soundscape to listen to? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

.1 0 aO 

(Proceed to next slide please) 
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Soundscape 8 (slide 9): 

1. What is your association when hearing this soundscape? Please explain why 

2. Can you associate this soundscape with a specific color? Please expla in why 

3. Can you associate th is soundscape with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find this soundscape to listen to? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

-1 0 oO 

(Proceed to next slide please) 
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Thanks for participating, any comments in general about the sounds or test? 
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Appendix B 

Experiencing shopping atmospheres 

Introduction 

Welcome and thanks for participating in this test. Currently, I am working on an internship at 

Philips Research . I am doing research on the use of ambient atmospheres, to improve or 

enhance shopping experiences. During this test you will experience different atmospheres and 

questions are asked about these atmospheres. Please take your time in answering these 

questions. 

The test will not take more than 60 minutes. You will experience a total of 7 atmospheres. Each 

atmosphere has a corresponding set of questions. Each atmosphere lasts 5 minutes and you can 

fill in the questions during the experience or afterwards. In the end there will be a short discussion 

about the whole test. 

I hope you will enjoy this test! 

Stijn Coppieters 
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Atmosphere 1: 

1. What is your association when experiencing this atmosphere? Please explain why 

2. How do you rate the coherence between sound and light in this atmosphere? 

Very weak Neutral Very strong 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Can you associate this atmosphere with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find the total atmosphere? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. How pleasurable do you find the sounds? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Atmosphere 2: 

1. What is your association when experiencing this atmosphere? Please explain why 

2. How do you rate the coherence between sound and light in this atmosphere? 

Very weak Neutral Very strong 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Can you associate this atmosphere with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find the total atmosphere? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. How pleasurable do you find the sounds? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Atmosphere 3: 

1. What is your association when experiencing this atmosphere? Please explain why 

2. How do you rate the coherence between sound and light in this atmosphere? 

Very weak Neutral Very strong 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Can you associate this atmosphere with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find the total atmosphere? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. How pleasurable do you find the sounds? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Atmosphere 4: 

1. What is your association when experiencing this atmosphere? Please explain why 

2. How do you rate the coherence between sound and light in this atmosphere? 

Very weak Neutral Very strong 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Can you associate this atmosphere with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find the total atmosphere? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. How pleasurable do you find the sounds? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Atmosphere 5: 

1. What is your association when experiencing this atmosphere? Please explain why 

2. How do you rate the coherence between sound and light in this atmosphere? 

Very weak Neutral Very strong 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Can you associate this atmosphere with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find the total atmosphere? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. How pleasurable do you find the sounds? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Atmosphere 6: 

1. What is your association when experiencing this atmosphere? Please explain why 

2. How do you rate the coherence between sound and light in this atmosphere? 

Very weak Neutral Very strong 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Can you associate this atmosphere with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find the total atmosphere? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. How pleasurable do you find the sounds? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Atmosphere 7: 

1. What is your association when experiencing this atmosphere? Please explain why 

2. How do you rate the coherence between sound and light in this atmosphere? 

Very weak Neutral Very strong 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3. Can you associate this atmosphere with a typical season? Please explain why 

4. How pleasurable do you find the total atmosphere? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5. How pleasurable do you find the sounds? Please explain why 

Very unpleasurable Neutral Very pleasurable 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Thanks for participating, as a last question I want to ask if you think such atmospheres in 

general can enhance the shopping experience, or if you have any general remarks. 
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Appendix C 

Usertest 1 results: 

Pleasure Factor 

Color Association 
More answers 
possible 

Season 
Association 
More answers 
possible 

Other 
Associations 

,.... __ -· 

Pleasure Factor 

Color Association 
More answers 
possible 

Season 
Association 
More answers 
possible 

Other 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 2 3 5 4 

Association with rain not ve leasant 

Oran Green Red Blue Yellow Brown Black White Gre 

2 6 0 8 0 3 0 3 

Sum me 
s ri r Autumn Winter None 

4 0 11 0 0 

S rin because it seems buildin u to somethin ha 

Rainfore Adventu Depress Sooth in Chillou Peacef 
st re ed g t Relaxing ul Wet Dark 
Rainy Morn in Heave 
day Forest Rain g Ibiza Lounge n Autumn Breeze 

- '·. • ,.. -'1 ... 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 0 1 1 8 5 

Oranaa Green Red Blue Yellow Brown Black White Grev 

5 10 0 2 7 3 0 0 0 

Sum me 
Spring r Autumn Winter None 

12 4 0 0 0 

Sunny Morning Birds Vally Forest Plants Waking up 
Bright 

Happy Day Forest Dawn Relaxing but active Energy giving 

"Could be section in Perry Sport" 'Tones sound like light between the trees" x 2 

,,... ________ - . ~ 

. - f• 
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Pleasure Factor -3 -2 ·1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 3 3 3 5 

because of the buzzin , combination of sounds feels weird 

Color Association Red Blue Yellow Brown Black White G 
More answers 
possible 

6 0 3 0 3 6 0 0 2 

Season Sum me 
Association s ri r Autumn Winter None 
More answers 
possible 

7 3 3 

Other 

Africa Jungle Australia Field of Grain Hot country Threatening 
futuristi robotlik 

Hot Dried grass c e Night sounds Eastern Culture 

"Steppe" "Makes me stressed" "Hard to place" "Makes me feel warmer" 

Pleasure Factor -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 2 4 5 3 0 

Goosebum s/ Shivers 

Color Association Oran e Green Red Blue Yellow Brown Black White Gre 
More answers 
possible 

0 0 9 0 2 3 6 

Season Sum me 
Association s rin r Autumn Winter None 
More answers 
possible 

0 0 4 11 

Other 

Lonely but still Harbo 
Silence before storm A winter day pretty Threatening ur 
Loneline Beach Sadne 
SS Calmth Coldness Arctic ? Bad weather SS Storm 

Just above zero 

Pleasure Factor -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 2 6 4 2 

n Red Blue Yellow Brown Black White Gre 
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More answers 
possible 

9 0 5 3 2 0 2 0 2 

Season Sum me 
Association SPrina r Autumn Winter None 
More answers 
possible 

0 11 1 1 2 

Hard to olace , feels a bit cold 

Other 

Cricket Evening at the Relaxe Vacatio Excitin 
Dark Atmosphere Sea s beach d n g 

Campfir Campfire on the beach /w 
Summer Night Warmth e Little depressing friends 

"Brings back good memories x 2" 

•- - • • - r "' ' -" -

-:--- ~ 

Pleasure Factor 

Color Association 
More answers 
possible 

Season 
Association 
More answers 
possible 

Other 

- --- - -- .... - - ..... 

Pleasure Factor 

Color Association 
More answers 
possible 

Season 
Association 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 0 0 5 7 3 

Oranae Green Red Blue Yellow Brown Black White Grev 

0 11 1 2 5 0 0 1 0 

Sum me 
Sprina r Autumn Winter None 

6 4 4 0 1 

Rainforest rain season in summer 

More sad than the "other" 
Forest Relaxed River Birds Leafs rushing forest 

Feeling at ease Tropical Sprookjes wereld Morning at the edge of forest 
Waking Harmoni 

Rainbow up Start of new season Beauty c Efteling 

' ,• 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 0 2 5 4 2 

Oranae Green Red Blue Yellow Brown Black White Grev 

4 2 3 6 2 1 0 2 2 

Different colors describina the beach, sun and iunale 
Summe 

SPrina r Autumn Winter None 
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Mare answers 
possible 

0 8 3 3 

Other 

Fullfilme Cairn in 
Rhytmic Beach Sunset Depressing nt Ocean g 

Tropical island in the sea Victory Sun Relaxing Jungle 

"~ ... 
' ' 
--- - -- - - -- - - - - .. - . -· - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - . - - - . --!.<!. 
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Usertest 2 results: 

Coherence 

Pleasurable (total) 

More answe1S possible 

Pleasurable (sound) 

More answers possible 

Season association 

More answe1S possible 

-3 

1 

-3 

0 

-3 

0 

Spring 

0 

-2 -1 

0 1 

-2 -1 

0 1 

-2 -1 

1 2 

Summer Autumn 

9 5 

0 1 2 3 

1 6 3 0 

0 1 2 3 

3 7 2 0 

0 1 2 3 

2 4 3 0 

Winter None 

0 0 

.1 -::--- - - ' ,_- .. ~ 

Coherence 

Pleasurable (total) 

More answers possible 

Pleasurable (sound) 

More answers possible 

Season association 

More answ&IS possible 

-3 

0 

-3 

0 

-3 

0 

Sprina 

11 

-2 -1 

3 0 

-2 -1 

0 1 

-2 -1 

0 0 

Summer Autumn 

2 0 

0 1 2 3 

1 3 4 1 

0 1 2 3 

1 5 4 0 

0 1 2 3 

1 4 5 2 

Winter None 

0 0 

-~--~- I. - ' T• ·--

~ t • 

Coherence -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

,__~~~--------~· 2 2 0 0 4 3 
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Pleasurable (total) -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

More answers possible 

0 3 2 3 2 2 0 

Pleasurable (sound) -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

More answers possible 

2 4 3 0 

Season association S rin Summer Autumn Winter None 

More answers possible 

0 7 0 5 

Coherence -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 5 5 0 

Pleasurable (total) -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

More answers possible 

0 2 3 4 2 0 

Pleasurable (sound) -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

More answers possible 

0 3 2 4 

Season association s rin Summer Autumn Winter None 

More answers possible 

2 0 3 7 2 

Coherence -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

2 3 3 

Pleasurable (total) -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

More answers possible 

0 2 0 3 3 2 2 

Pleasurable (sound) -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

More answers possible 

0 0 2 2 3 3 2 
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More answets possible 

Coherence 

Pleasurable (total) 

More answers possible 

Pleasurable (sound) 

More answets possible 

Season association 

More answets possible 

Coherence 

Pleasurable (total) 

More answets possible 

Pleasurable (sound) 

More answets possible 

Season association 

More answets possible 

. , 

S rin Summer Autumn Winter None 

0 11 0 0 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 2 6 2 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 0 5 5 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 0 2 4 6 0 

S rin Summer Autumn Winter None 

6 6 0 0 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 6 3 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 0 2 3 6 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

0 0 0 4 7 0 

S rln Summer Autumn Winter None 

2 6 0 3 2 

' . 
.:....i..----- --~-- --- - - --- --- - - - - - ------- - ~ - ·- - -- - - - --
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Autumn 

Overall associations I comments 
Dark Pushing Not motivating 
Color of sunset Hot autumn day 
Rain Summery colors Glad im inside! 
Have to pee! Real sunset 
Holiday evenings at sea Relaxing 
Walk in the forest Romantic Waterfall in forest 
Feels 
nice 
Cosiness 

Running river 
Late summer 

Improvements: 

Too much rain? 

Wind Peaceful 

Colors are too summerish (more purple and dark 
green) 
Light too dark, doesn 't fit the shop 
Low buzz is little bit annoying 
Colors are summer, sound is autumn 

Spring 

Overall associations I comments 

Grass 
Relaxing 
Leaves 
Rainforest 

day breaking nature yoga 
Calming Birds 
Sun Trees 

Soothing Optimistic 
Happy Feeling 

A day off 

Improvements: 
Too many birds 
More warm colors in light (more yellow) 
Light can be more dynamic 
Green light too intense, also does not reflect spring/ 
nature ... needs more colors 

Summer 

Overall associations I comments 

Machine Buzzing Warm atmosphere 
Mosquitos Not exciting Hard to place 
Rain season in 
jungle 
No association 
Buzz is too distracting 
Summer Titanic 
Silent before storm 
Passion 

Mysterious Clean 
Eastern music 

Exciting 
Savannah Dryness 
Steam machines 

Abstract 

Tequila 
Afrika 
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Improvements: 

Lowtone buzzing should be less, more dynamic 
Too shallow, add another instrument (spanish guitar) 
Music too dark 
More typical summer sounds 

Winter 

Overall associations I comments 
Outside during 
winter Relaxing Soft Lovely 
Seashore Quite Heaven 
Scary Cold Something going to happen? 
Big contrast Light/sound Promising 
Mix of energy and mistery .. 
Spring: Windy on beach 

Improvements: 

Sounds too 
strange 
Low tones unpleasurable 
Music too dark 
Light could be more dynamic 
Should be more excitinq 

Sunset 

Overall associations I comments 
Warm sunrise I sunset 
Relaxing in hot countries 
Sea Quite holiday 
Happy & active Night 
Sound is cold, light is warm 
Grand canyon Desert 
Music is more 
"blue" 
Sun falling in 
desert 

Improvements: 

Aruba 

Light is a little too intense 

Too much warm 
colors 

Summer 
Warmth Sun 

Crickets 
Nice and chilling 

Nice memories 

Light is too energetic to fit with the more quite music 
Sound be more explicit (adding a beat) 
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Forest 

Overall associations I comments 
Fresh Bright Green Wood Outspoken 
Soothing Relaxing Calming Tropical rainforest 
Birds Nature Fairy tale like 
Open space in forest 
More dynamic and vivid atmosphere 
Quite day Its gonna be a warm day! 

Improvements: 

Wind gets confused with sea ... 
Light is too harsh compared with the 
sound 
Sound a little too repetitive? 

Tropical beach 

Overall associations I comments 
Cold Rocky beach in winter 
Fresh evenings whi lst camping with friends 
Quite day on the sea with a boat A light day 
Peaceful Happy Sea Land Holiday 
Gulls Beach Color is fresh and welcoming 
Early morning Waking up Drum is cool 
Summer! Too cold to swim Dunes Ocean 
Floating Parasailing Air 

Improvements: 
Light is a little too intense & cold 
Too much blue for a tropical beach (should add more green and 
white) 
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